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For the time being all ESET Endpoints with regular online connectivity will start to upgrade
to a newer version only after manual activation of the "Check for updates"-button in
endpoint's main user interface, or remotely using the "Check for product update"-task in
ESET PROTECT Console (version 10.1 and later). This holds good until September 13th,
2023, when the release window will continue with controlled update progress (50% serving
ratio) to make the rollout curve smooth on the update servers, as well as on our customers'
side, until finally serving all requests from September 21st, 2023.

Specifically for this release, we are also changing the ongoing release schedule as
announced earlier in July, for version 10.1.2046.0 - in order to achieve that automatic
updates channel will serve the newer version (10.1.2050.0) first, we are ceasing the
originally announced 50% serving ratio phase and stall the 100% phase until September
21st, 2023.

The installation binaries are now available for manual deployment and published in the
software repository of ESET PROTECT and in the download section of ESET global website.

Changelog:

FIXED: ESET Service process crashing while using LTE modems.

FIXED: Unable to activate ESET Endpoint using MSP credentials.

FIXED: Application modification alert not displayed.

FIXED: Default Firewall rules have different values in v10.1 compared to v10.0.

FIXED: Activation retention on cloned Virtual machines.

FIXED: Countdown of Close applications notification to apply the patch.

FIXED: Device restart after applying of patch behavior.

IMPROVED: Added more optional columns to firewall rule list.

FIXED: Vulnerability and patch management module - SDK update to v4.3.3614.0.

FIXED: EpfwLog.pcapng advanced log is not created.

FIXED: Firewall rules are not applied.
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FIXED: Application modification alert can not be displayed.

FIXED: Egui crash when opening FW troubleshooting wizard.

FIXED: Firewall rule created from USB stick doesn't work.

FIXED: Firewall rule is not converted to policy properly from requested configuration.

FIXED: ESET PROTECT policy - firewall rules are not applied in EES.

FIXED: FW rule is duplicated after conversion to policy from requested configuration.

Known issues:

Delayed Intel® TDT module loading and initialization for HIPS.

Missing Local subnet option in IP sets after imported older settings.

ESET PROTECT policy with non-Windows firewall rule blocks app in Windows OS
product. 1

It is not possible to disable "Firewall profile changed" notifications in EEA. 2

Firewall rules with MS Store Apps are not converted to policy properly from
requested configuration.

Firewall rule created from USB stick doesn't work. 3

Firewall redesign: "Allowed services" settings - policy conversion doesn't work.

Filtered Websites - blocked diagnostics level logs are sent to EP/EPC by default.

NAT: Create another rule link doesn't work. 2

1 fixed and ready for upcoming online EPFW module (1439.1) release

2 fixed and ready for upcoming online Configuration module (2083.1) release

3 fixed and ready for upcoming online EPFW module (1440) release
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